where R is the ratio of the absolute teiiipcratures of the two substances at any pressure p , Eto is the ratio at such a pressure that the temperature of the second liquid =Oo C., and t is the Ceiitigrade temperature of the same liquid at the pressure p .
The second terins of the two formulae (B in that of M. Colot and ct in the one just mentioned) are not equivalent, but they both serve to bring the calculated results pretty well within the limits of experimental error, though not in all cases for an indefinite range of pressure.
I have calculated the constants for both formulze for eleven pairs of liquids of which the boiling-points, at a number of equal pressures, are given in Table I .
The constants for tlie eleven pairs of substances are given in Table 11 . It will be noticed that tlie constants B and c are always of opposite sign, and that as regards iriagnitude they both fall, with one exception, in the same order.
I n Table 111 . I have given the differences between the calculated and observed temperatures for each pair of liquids and for both formulz. I have in each case taken the greatest available range of pressure to make the test as searching as possible.
It will be seen that when the constants B or c are very small, both formuke give good results, and either of' them may be employed for a very wide range of pressure. For the equation R=R,+ct the agreement is good in the case of methyl acetate and benzene, although c has a comparatively high value, but when one of the two l i q i d s is water, an :Jc,ohol, or acetic acid, the differences are decidedly greater.
The applicability of the formula t = AB + B seems to depend more directly on the magnitude of the constant B ; there is, indeed, a rough proportionality between the constants and the mean differences given at the foot of' Table 111 . I t is quite clear that in the last five cases the relation between the boiling-points is represented by a curve and not n straight line, and a slight tendency to curvature is noticeable even in some of the other comparisons. It is obvious, however, that by taking a smaller range of pressure-say from the lowest to 2000 inilliin., 01' froin 4000 ~iiilliin. to the highest pressure, and by altering the constants, ii very much better agreement would be obtained. Extrapolation beyoiid the limits of' pressure chosen would, however, introduce very large errors indeed. I n conclusion i t may, I think, be stated that in a great number of cases, including pairs of' widely different bodies, the formula of Rainsay :tiid Young gives better results than that of $1. Colot ; the latter, which is very conveiiieiit, may, however, be einployeci, even for very wide ranges of' pressure, when the constant B is small, aiid for siiiall ranges of pressure when I3 is large.
V111. LS'yutution u d Striutio~~ o j 1 Z t r w j e d Gases w i d e r the
S;onm titne ago, on exaiiiiiiiiig with ;t spectroscope ;1 vacuumtube which 1i:ippened to contain a sinal1 quantity of hydrogen, during the passage of the electric s1)ark I noticed that the h j drogeii lines, whiie strongly Yisible i n the negative glow, could not be seen in tlie body of the tube. The hydrogen appeared to be, in fact, witliclrawn from the tube aiid collected about the negative pole. Finding the same result in a tube which I fitted u p for the puq)o+ it appeared to nie to point to ;1 separation of tho gaws in the tube ; and I cleterinined to iriake a series of experinleiits with a view to investigating the matter a i d the behaviour geiic~rally of different gases under hiinilar conditions. The tubes I employed u'ero about 9 inches long and 2 iiicli iiiternal bore. The electrodes were of' aluiiiiiiiuiii wire, and, tiscept iii certain cases to which I shall refer, about 1Q inch in l e n g h Two of these tubes were coanected to tlie pump a t the saine tinie, one direct niid the other througli tubes for tlie ~i b o r p t i o n of mercury vapour ; so that i n :dl the experinients results were obtained in the presence aiid in the :ihsencc of Inercurjwpour. Gas-generators, fitted with 
